NOW HIRING

SWIM INSTRUCTORS + POOL ATTENDANTS

SEASONAL! JUNE—AUGUST
VARIOUS MORNINGS, EVENINGS + WEEKENDS
ANYONE MAY APPLY! NOT LIMITED TO UTHealth STUDENTS.

REQUIREMENTS + RESPONSIBILITIES
— MUST BE 18 + A HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATE
— CURRENT CPR/AED + FIRST AID CERTIFICATION (WILL TRAIN)
— PASSION FOR HELPING PEOPLE OF ALL AGES
— ENJOYS THE OUTDOORS + LOVES THE HEAT/HUMIDITY!
— AQUATIC OR TEACHING EXPERIENCE A PLUS
— OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER SERVICE SKILLS
— INITIATES TASKS + PERFORMS DUTIES WITHOUT DIRECTION
— WILLINGNESS TO LEARN + BE A TEAM PLAYER!

FOR MORE DETAILS, GRAB AN APPLICATION FROM
[YOUR FUTURE] TEAMMATES AT THE FRONT DESK!
OR E-MAIL SARAH GALECKI AT sarah.e.galecki@uth.tmc.edu